
   

Statistically, the most common causes of playground injuries are a result of falls from play 

equipment to the surface below and entrapment in playground equipment.  Winter environmental 

conditions such as temperature, freezing rain, ice and snow all increase the likelihood of 

playground injury.  Winter clothing is another contributing factor to the increase in the potential 

for playground injury.    

WINTER HAZARDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Environmental components: 

1. Freezing temperatures result in the protective surfacing under play equipment to freeze.  

Very few types of protective surfacing remain resilient under freezing temperature.  Once the 

protective surfacing is frozen, it will not provide the same degree of impact absorption if a 

child falls from the equipment.  If the ground cover is frozen, the elevated play equipment is 

NOT safe to use and children should not be allowed to play on the structures. 

      Note: With loose-fill surfacing such as pea gravel, wood fiber, etc., even if the first few inches 

are loose, the base layer may be frozen and will not provide proper impact absorption. 

 

2. Freezing rain and ice make a play structure including hand rails, stairways, platforms, slides, 

etc. very slippery, therefore increasing the risk of slippage and falls.  Ice can also create 

sharp points on the play structure.  Ice should not be allowed to build up and should be 

removed from the structure.  During times of freezing rain or if there is ice on the structure, 

the playground should not be used. 

3.   Snow can conceal objects such as glass, needles, etc. both on the structure and on the 

surface of the ground.  Snow can also make the play surfaces very slippery.  Another concern 

is that snow may build up at the end of tube slides or similar structures, which could cause a 

suffocation hazard.  Snow should be cleaned off the play structure prior to use. 
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Winter Clothing: 

1. Winter clothing is more bulky and often has more drawstrings than summer clothing.  Another 

component is the use of scarves in the winter.  Drawstrings and scarves represent an 

entanglement hazard since they can get caught in playground equipment and result in 

strangulation.  It is recommended that children wear neck warmers over scarves.  If scarves 

are worn they should be tucked in so that there are no loose parts that can get caught in 

equipment. 

2. Nylon ski pants can be very slippery and increase the rate of acceleration to a dangerous 
speed when going down slides or sliding poles.  It is important to keep this in mind, especially 
when the ground surface below may be frozen.  Nylon ski pants offer very little, if any impact 
absorption if a child falls from an elevated play structure.  Strict supervision is required if using 
playgrounds in the winter and certain playground equipment should be avoided if wearing ski 
pants. 

  

Summary and Conclusion: 

Over the past few years in Alberta, there have been documented playground injuries resulting 
from falls from elevated play equipment to the frozen ground surface below. 

 

Manufacturers of playground surfacing advocate that no one should be allowed to use the 
playground equipment when the surfacing beneath is frozen.  Many companies upon selling 
their product will issue a warning that life threatening injuries may occur when a child falls 
onto a frozen surface. 

 

Some school boards in Canada and the United States have policies in place that do not allow 
the use of playground equipment during the winter months, since they cannot be operated 
safely under winter weather conditions. 

 

In conclusion, Alberta Health Services, Environmental Health does NOT recommend the 

use of elevated play equipment when the protective ground surfacing is frozen.  If 

playgrounds are used in the winter strict supervision is required and consideration must 

be given to the hazards presented by the winter clothing children are wearing.  
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For more information, please contact your nearest Environmental Public Health office. 

Edmonton Main Office 
Calgary Main Office 
Lethbridge Main Office 

780-735-1800 
403-943-2295 
403-388-6689 

Grande Prairie Main Office 
Red Deer Main Office 
www.albertahealthservices.ca/eph.asp 

780-513-7517 
403-356-6366 
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